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ABSTRACT 

Utilizing the vertical dyad linkage approach proposed by Dansereau, Graen, and 

Haga, (1975), this investigation analyzes the model and its applicability to certain aspects 

of leader-member relationships. In this approach, two styles of leadership emerge: (a) 

"leadership"--influence without authority, and (b) "supervisory"--influence based 

primarily upon authority. Research (Wayne and Ferris, 1990 and Waldron, 1991) 

illustrates the subordinates' use of upward influence through maintenance communication 

tactics, thus producing opportunities for role-negotiation. Most of the findings , however, 

indicate a problem exists with external validity--specifically with population validity. 

Krone ( I 992) demonstrates how subordinate role-negotiating tactics may be partially 

dependent on the general climate of the member' s organization. Because this study was 

conducted in a highly formal and structured organization like the Army, this review will 

illustrate the need to apply the vertical dyad linkage approach to the Army in order to 

determine whether a service member has role-negotiating communication capabilities. 

The objective of this research is to determine whether subordinates in this type of 

organization are able to negotiate their roles. 

Ill 
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Purpose of Research 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research is to study supervisor/leader and subordinate/member 

relationships and the communication tactics that members use to negotiate their roles 

based on the quality of the leader-member relationship. The reason for studying such a 

dynamic entity as the leader-member relationship is to continue to establish a 

psychometrically sound measurement for analyzing relations and behaviors within these 

kinds of relational , managerial dyads. For example. subordinates who reported better 

relationship quality with their superiors assumed greater job responsibili ties, contributed 

more to the organization, and were gi\'en higher performance ratings by their superiors 

(Liden and Graen. 1980). These data contribute to the understanding of superior

s.ubordinate relational dynamics. 

This study will help communication researchers and individuals in the work fo rce 

better understand the consequences of subordinates· communication tactics that are used 

to maintain and influence the relationships with their leaders. Waldron ( 199 1) found that 

"Maintenance of the supervisory relationship is arguably the most important of the 

communication objectives pursued by subordinates. Maintenance communication creates 

the context in which other goal-oriented messages are constructed by the subordinate and 

evaluated by the supervisor," (p. 289). To understand the importance of this needed 

research a brief explication of this area's previous work is required. 



Prior to 1975_ the leader-member relationship was studied using the work group 

method (Dansereau. Cashman, and Graen. 1973 ): the supervisor was expected to treat 

each of hi s/her subordinates in the same manner. With the establi shment of the verti cal 

dyad linkage approach by Dansereau, Graen, and Haga (1975), however, researchers 

began to examine how the techniques of leadership and supervision--two different styles 

of interacting with one 's members--contribute to the development of social exchanges 

wi thin the dyad. Quite simply, the leadership technique is influence without authority. 

The supervisory technique, at the opposite end of the spectrum, is influence based 

primarily upon authority . A leader may treat one member under the leadership approach 

and another member under the supervisory approach. In this concept, each leader-member 

relationship should be approached as unique,for supervisors will typically employ both 

techniques within the organization. 

Expanding on the vertical dyad linkage approach, Yuki and Fable (1990) and 

Wayne and Ferris (1990) explored the use of influence, or maintenance, tactics in upward 

communication finding the subordinate 's use thereof will have an effect on the quality of 

exchange within the leader-member dyad. For example, the more tactfully a subordinate 

communicated their negative impressions about the job, the less conflict and greater 

liking the superior had for their subordinate. In these researchers ' studies, the vertical 

dyad linkage approach had transformed in name to the leader-member exchange model. 

Waldron (1991 ) and Waldron and Hunt (1992) demonstrated how the use of upward 

communication maintenance tactics by a subordinate will vary across different dyadic 

leader-member relationships using communication tactics categorized as personal, 



contractual. direct, and regul ati ve (Waldron . 199 I ). The fo m1er three being used more by 

the in-group . or those subordinates who negotiate thei r ro le: and the ]aner. regulati\'e. 

being used more by the out-group personnel. or those indi\'iduals who ha\'e !inle to no 

ro le negoti ating capabiliti es. 
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Combi ning the results from all of these tudies. Waldron. Hunt. and D ilva (1993 ) 

illustrated how the quality of the rel ati onship between a leader and hi 'her member will 

haH a direct impact in what communicati on maintcnan e tac ti a ubordinate u es in 

order to maintain pos iti,-c relati ons: which. in tum. a fo rJ . the ahility 10 neg ti ate hi 'her 

role . The tyre of q ual it: was large I: <le iJeJ h:, " hcther the 1: le of management ,, a_ 

ka<lershir (influence wit hou t autho rit:,) or su ' n1. or:, (1nflucn c based u n au tho rit :, 

on!:, ). ThL· result s of th is stuJ :, ,, ere measured h:, an I:, 1111~ re . rondcnt · an wer to a 

sunc:, () f ho,, they wnu l<l J eal ,, ith a ~itua11on 111 \\ h1ch the:, necdcJ omething from 

the ir su11c n isnr . B:, using a l\\ l'll :,-nine 11cm I I en-: . ale de . nhin the u e of 

rc la tin nshir ma intenance ta · tics. thc . L' re car ·her. addrc . sed lcader-memhcr ex hangc 

:rnJ wh ic h suhl) rd inatcs use \\ hi ·h I, c11 ·. The n1. ten c 0 h Icade hi and 

supen isn r: st:, k s hel\\ een a . up ·n i. l1r and hL 11er . uhordina e \, ere dem n tratcd . 

In slwn. mem bers of the in- rour . \\ hi h \\ Crc tho.c or aniz.a ional me mbc f 

the kaJershir relati onshir. pcrcci\·ed 1l1 \·c relational qualit: \\ith thei r u no 

making them le like!:, 1 ) fee l tJireatcncd h: u ward in uen e i uation (Waldron et al.. 

1993) Conwrscly. out-group mem bc . whi h \, ere tho u rdi nate ind i ative ofth 

super. isory relation hip. and perce i,·in ... a rer qua.Ii y of the leader-member exchange. 

d h d · uen e itua ion . thu affe ting their are more li kel \' to feel threatene :,· upwar tn 

· murn at io n ta ti . decision 10 engage in p:u-ticular m:iintenan ·e om 



, t3 tcmcnt of Problem 

CHAPTER 2 

HYPOTH ESES A D RA TI ON ALE 

Al I of these studies share a common problem: It is questionable whether they can 

be generali zed to the population. Most of these studies were conducted with convenient 

samples: researchers often did not leave the university setting to draw a sample. Most, if 

not all. of the subjects were representative of a loosely structured and informal 

organization. It is possible that the large numbers of opposing style relationships, that of 

leadership and supervisory, found in these studies may have been prevalent due to the 

lack of both centralization of authority and a clearly defined hierarchy between the 

vertical boundaries of the organizations ' job descriptions. The Army, a highly formal and 

structured organization, is significantly different from organizations where previous 

research has been conducted. Can the vertical dyad linkage approach/leader-member 

exchange model be applied internally to gauge whether there are different, unique dyads 

between the leader and his/her members? Does the service member have the opportunity, 

through upward influence by the use of maintenance communication tactics, to negotiate 

his/her role? Or, is such an organization pervasively managed by leaders exhibiting the 

supervisory style of management--influence based primarily upon authority? 

Krone (1992) asserted that subordinate communication choices are dependent on 

the general climate of an organization. This was measured by a similar questionnaire to 

the researcher's predecessors (Graen, Liden, and Hoel, 1982). The difference, however, 

was that this sampling was from a wide array of different organizations numbering from 

one hundred to several thousand employees, and ranging from organizations providing 



life insurance to aerospace technology and manufacturing. Krone did examine different 

types of organizations, yet still not one as clearly defined or structured throughout the 

vertical hierarchy as the military. This suggests the need for more research to determine 

the generalization of the vertical dyad linkage approach in studying such a highly 

structured organization as the Army. 
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Based on existing research, it cannot be concluded whether the leader-member 

exchange model can be applied to the Army, or if a service member can negotiate his/her 

role through certain communication tactics . Reviewing the minimal research by Krone. 

however, it can be inferred that some subordinate role-negotiation exists in even highly 

structured organizations . Krone did not include any elements of the military in the sample 

but did use highly centralized samples in comparison to previous researchers· loosely 

structured and decentralized authoritative san1ples/organizations. Krone 's results may 

suggest that there is role-negotiation latitude in the Am1y. Loosel y structured 

organi zations exhibited greater variance in leader-member exchange quali ty and. 

therefore, a greater use of maintenance communication tactics: and those organizations 

deemed highly structured exhibited less variance in leader-member exchange quality and, 

therefore. a lesser use of maintenance communication tactics . Nevertheless, all samples 

indicated varying degrees of leader-member exchange quality which correlates with 

changes in the use of maintenance communication tactics . In sum. all organizations 

previously studied in this field of research, whether highly structured or not, exhibited 

some measure of role-negotiating tactics . Thus, it appears that the leader-member 

exchange model may be applicable to the Army. Different perceptions of leader-member 



n ch.rnf e \\ill he rrcsrnt thus producing varying level s of use of different ma intenance 

CL~mmunication tac ti cs. 

H\ potheses 

I . There will be variances in subordinates ' perceived leader-member exchange 

quality with their specific supervisor throughout the Army sample. 

2. Those members of the in-group will use more personal , contractual, and direct 

tactics than those members of the out-group. 

3. Those members of the in-group will use fewer regulative tactics than those who 

are members of the out-group. 

Definiti on of Terms 

It is important to understand the following terms as they are used throughout the 

research. 

1. Convenient sampling: Picking a sample because of it accessibility. 

2. Work group: A homogeneous group of subordinates in terms of similar 

perceptions, interpretations, and reactions as a member. 

3. "Leadership" style : Influence without authority. 

4. "Supervisory" style : Influence based upon authority only. 

5. "In-group" members and cadre: Those subordinates who negotiate their role and 

are subjected to a "leadership" style of management. 

6. "Out-group" members and hired hands: Those subordinates who have little to no 

role negotiating capabilities or opportunities and are subjected to a "supervisory" 

style of management. 

( , 
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7. Verti cal dyad linkage approach/vertical dyad linkage model/leader-member 

exchange model: Describes the process by which organizational members' evolve 

their roles through interaction with their supervisor. As a result, a quality of 

communication exchange from high to low develops between a supervisor and a 

subordinate. 



CHAPTER3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Vertical Dyad Linkage Approach 

Prior to the groundbreaking research by Dansereau, Graen and Haga (1975), the 

study of supervisors' and subordinates' interactions focused on examining exchanges 

between the leader and his/her entire set of members . These three researchers. however. 

focu sed on examining various vertical dyads within an organization as opposed to a 

superv isor having only a single. homogeneous relationship to a co ll ect ive. single entity of 

subordinates. 

Pri or to thi s study. previous research as urned all member fell into one work 

group because the indi\"iduals were con idered to be identi al on certain dimen ion of 

percepti ons. interpretati ons and reac tion . imply tated. it was thought the uperior 

behaves in the same manner toward each of hi s 'he r ub rd inate . thu gi \·ing no 

allowance fo r leadershi p style or m mber indi\·iduality . To ensure proper functioni ng 

within the organi zation. superiors relied olely u n their fo m1al authority : "I am the 

boss. I say do it. so do it." 

It was funher expected under th i re earch approach that the ubordi nate roles 

were just as real in practice as they \ ere in the fo mial job de cription . Once again, the 

assumption was made that adequate unit func tioning would re ult if a member complied 

with a legitimately prescribed organizational ro le. People. however. are not quite so 

predictable. nor are they that regimented in thei r behavior (Dansereau et al.. 1975). 

C · -an11·n1·no various vertical dvads. Dansereau et al. (1975) oncentratmg on ex c • 

· · d h I 1 to emplo'-' the manaoeri al techniques of supervision and examine ow ear y anemp s ., :: 
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leadership contributed to the process of social exchange within the leader-member dyad. 

These two techniques are not iso lated styles employed independently by a supervi sor. but 

rather bi-polar representations of leadership which illustrate the extreme differences on a 

continuum. Most li ke ly, a super.·i or will not be at one total extreme. but leaning toward 

either the leadership or super.·isory style. Fun.her. as propo ed by the \'ertical dyad 

linkage approach. a super.·isor may differ in style from ubordinate to subordinate . 

"S uper.·ision .. is a style. or techn iq ue. u cd b,· a leader who on tru ts the 

intcrac ti,·c atmosphere hc1shc will ha,·c with hi 'he r memhcrs. \\' ith thi. tylc . the 

supc n ·iso r relic exc lusi,·cl: on the fo m1al emp lc1 : me nt nt r during hi her ex hange 

with the suhordinatc. Thuc is minimal o ial ex ·han •e he \\<.:en the t\\ O indi ,·idual s and 

,·cry little discussion of organi1..a tional a ti,·itie . In this rc la 1011 shi p. there i. n need to 

di sc uss the acti,·iti es wit hin the unit " hen the mem ber" al read: kncrn " ha t the y need w 

dn in order to comple te the tas\.. s of the ir _1 oh Failure to d0. o " ti ! re . ul t in on cqucnti 

a ·tinn. Therefore . J S a cond1 inn fo r 0n tnued cm l0: mcn. he . u rdtna e a~rce. to 

C(1111plc te :-ill presc riheJ dutie. " ith1n the fo m1al 0r a1111.11 0n. e,en th0u h there i It tic 

to nn inte r;-iction with the supcn i. nr. r ina c . . . 1mr l: . .1 ted. arc treated 11 ·e 

cogs in a 1113 ·hine 

The leadership . tylc . h wc ,-c r. i. more humani . t1 (Dan ereau e al.. I ). Thi 

appro;-i h doe. not rely only n the cmplo:, mcn on t. lnterpc onal ex han c 1 

I be d th member to in fl uen e the leader. In needed fo r the leader to infl ue n e t 1e mem ran 

thi s setting. there is an ex hange of o n and h ne t ommuni ati on. up rt fo r the 

fid d on idera ion i r th mem r. Con,·er ely. the 
member· ac tions. and con I ence an 

d t more re on i ly thereby exudi ng 
member spends more time and energ:· at wor · an a 



more commi tment to organizational success Theres· 1 · · bl . imp y 1s a not1cea e 

interdependence between the leader and the member Thus com · th · · . , panng e superv1s1on 

style to the leadership style, Dansereau et al. (1975) asserted the latter has a greater 

amount of vertical dyadic exchange. 
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As the vertical exchange increases, the more superiors must be ready to negotiate 

unit-related matters with subordinates. Specifically, these researchers hypothesized: A 

wide latitude to negotiate one 's role within the vertical dyad will produce leadership 

relations, and little to no role-negotiation latitude will produce supervision relations. 

Subjects for the Dansereau et al. (1975) study consisted of a convenient sample of 

60 managers of a university. All subjects served as members with a direct supervisor, and 

17 of the group were also tested as leaders who directly supervised someone else. At the 

time of the study, 90% of the vertical dyads were new due to recently implemented re-

organization initiatives. Subjects were interviewed on four occasions: At one, three, six. 

and eight months into the new academic year. To detennine the independent variable--the 

amount of negotiating latitude--subjects were asked questions which ascertained how 

much members were able to influence their roles, such as "How flexible do you believe 

your supervisor is about evolving changes in your job activity structure?" 

The dependent variable (either supervision or leadership styles) was measured by 

analyzing three elements, the first of which was the supervisor's contribution to vertical 

exchange in terms of activities toward the member and consequences of the supervisor' s 

activities for the member. The first element focused on two categories: (a) the 

supervisor· s contribution to the exchange process and (b) consequences of superior's 

activities for the member. 
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I he 1ir:--t catq;nn the surcr,i so · ·h · . · · • rs contn ut1on to the exchange r roccss. 

nalu.1tcJ 1,,t1 areas : (a) Leadcrshir att en tion and (b) mea · I d h. unng ea ers 1p support . 

L cadcr. hip attenti on gauged how much a supervisor demonstrated leadership style 

behaYiors Fi rst. questions were structured emphasizing whether such styles were 

preYale nt in the superior-subordinate relationship, such as allowing member to make 

decision . provide infonnation and feedback, assuring confidence in member, and paying 

anention to the member's feelings and needs. Next, members evaluated these behaviors 

based on these questions of how much of this style they were receiving and how much 

they preferred to be getting. Lastly, the superior was asked to report how much attention 

members needed to perfonn their roles adequately and without undue satisfaction. 

The second area of the supervisor 's contribution to the exchange process 

measured leadership support. Several actions were listed which indicated how often the 

superior engaged in such activity: a.) standing up/fighting for member and b.) keeping 

promises. Both leader and member were asked relevant questions: The member indicated 

how often they preferred the superior to be active in such behaviors--either more or less-

and the supervisors indicated how often they supported the member. 

The second category, consequences of supervisor's activity for the member, asked 

several questions of both the supervisor and the subordinate. Some questions dealt with 

dyadic problems, such as "strains in the workplace with my supervisor" and "unsure of 

what my supervisor wants me to do." While others dealt with supervisor sensitivity, such 

as "the extent to which the supervisor lets me know where I stand" and "whether they 

understand my problems and needs." 
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1"11c scC0nd dependent variable el , · · ement measured the member s contnbut1 on to 

\ crtical c:xchange in tem1s of role behavior Si.mply stated th. rt. f h · · · , 1s po 1011 o t e 111terv1ews 

detem1ined how much time and energy each member invested in several work-related 

activities. Several acti vities were li sted , but were grouped into one of four categories: (a) 

counseling, (b) programming, ( c) communication, and ( d) administrative activities. 

Members were asked how much time and energy they spent on each of the activities, and 

supervisors were asked how much time and energy each member was spending, and how 

much they preferred that member to spend, on each of the activities. 

The last element measured was various outcomes of the exchange process. 

Members were asked about their attitudes toward and reactions to their current working 

relationship. Descriptions were given about the intrinsic value of their work and the 

psychological value of their job performance. Also given was a description ofrewards 

such as pay and promotions, the technical competence of their supervisor, and the 

interpersonal relationship with their supervisor. 

The results of the study supported the hypothesis that generous amounts of role

negotiating latitude correlates to leadership relations and meager amounts of role

negotiating latitude correlates with supervisory relations. In-group members, or cadre as 

referred to in this study, appeared to be the supervisor's primary concern. Qualitative 

analysis of leadership attention revealed that cadre members had more influence in 

negotiating their job and demonstrated more confidence. The out-group, defined in this 

study as hired hands, said they preferred more traits, such as confidence and role 

· · h' h h ·dered valued outcomes of a vertical exchange. Additionally, negotiation, w 1c t ey cons1 

. d th t d e required higher levels of vertical exchange to perform supervisors reporte a ca r 



thL' lt J\1h \,itlHi ut und ue dissatisfaction Thi s may suggest that differenti al treatment of 

111cmhcr~ hy the supen·isor may be necessary for adequate unit functionin g, a findin g 

which directly opposes most previous research which indicates that leaders treat all 

members the same. 

On the subject of member exchange, cadre members were seen by the supervisor 

as more dependable, expended more time and energy, and received more support for 

actions than the hired help. Cadre members reported more involvement in communication 

activi ties. and hired hands reported they preferred more support from the supervisor. 

Consequences of vertical exchange portions of the study revealed hired hands had 

more problems with their supervisors' behaviors. Additionally, problems with hired 

hands remained severe over time, where cadre members were able to resolve most 

discrepancies. Thus, there was noticeable differential treatment with more rewards for the 

cadre over time . 

Based on these results, Dansereau et al. (1975) theorized that supervisors devote 

most of their time and energy to a select group of people, the cadre, who they feel can 

carry the load of the organization which is indicative of a leadership style. The hired 

hands, conversely, are more apt to receive a supervision style of leadership. The separate 

treatment exists because a supervisor does not realistically have the time and energy to 

act in a leadership manner to the entire subordinate staff, so the preferential treatment 

goes to the individuals who are actively negotiating their roles. 

Th .: d b s' working situations are improved or maintained by ere1ore, ca re mem er 

th . . . b h . h'ch are desirable from their superior's perspective. An e1r engagmg m e av10rs w 1 

· h · · s dependent on having the members 
mterdependent relationship forms : T e supenor 1 



who can perpetuate adequate unit functioning and organizational problems, and the 

member is dependent on rewards and supervisor contributions. The result is the forming 

of a clique, or the in-group, which eventually becomes difficult for the out-group to 

penetrate because of the upward and maintenance tactics demonstrated by the cadre 

members. 
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There are some obvious problems with this causal-comparative study. Although 

the independent variable appeared to precede the dependent variable in time, based on the 

similar results of the interviews spaced out over an eight month period and over 90% of 

the dyads being new. reverse cau al ity still seems plau ible . Thi study did not determine 

how one anains the ability to negotiate one's role out ide of leader acceptance. With that 

in mind. this study also did not a k the que ti on .. do leader hip relations instigate 

negotiating tendencies from the member')·· Another. and more important. que ti on is: Are 

these finding generali zable? The method of ampling. after all. wa out of convenience. 

and not the ideal random method which would haYe been more reliable. 

Testing the new Yertical dyad linkage model. Graen and chiemann ( 1978) later 
~ . -

attempted to ascertain whether there i an interdep ndency between the leader and 

member. In a correlational/causal-comparatiYe study. the e two re earchers countered 

most of the previous research in the area of leader-member agreement. Prior to the 

Dansereau et al. study (I 975). attempts to document such research ha\·e produced results 

asserting such leader-member relations were rarely achieved. However. a work group 

approach had always been used and never a dyadic approach. 

Using the dyadic approach. Graen and Schiemann ( 1978) hypothesized: 

1 d d ember mrardino the meaning of certain mutually Agreement between a ea er an a m ~ i;, 



c\pcncnccd C\cnts and situati ons will vary as a posi·t1·ve fu t. f h 1· f h · nc 1011 o t e qua 1ty o t cir 

dYad1c c:x chanr.cs: and the vertical dyadic linkage mod I f I d b h . ~ e o ea er mem er exc ange 

states that as the quality of dyadic exchange increases, the agreement between the leader 

and the member will increase as well. To measure thi s, the researchers used Dansereau et 

al. ( 1975) leader-member exchange similar type interviews. 

Using quantitative and qualitative analysis, the researchers evaluated answers to 

three categories of questions: (a) quality of leader-member exchange assessed via 

judgments of the members, (b) severity of the member's job problems based on opinions 

of both the leader and member, and ( c) various relational measures of aspects of the dyad 

based on judgments of the leader and member. The results showed that, indeed, leader

member agreement can be studied by employing the vertical dyad linkage model. 

Furthermore, and specifically supporting the hypothesis, as quality exchange increased 

between the leader and the member, agreement increased as well. 

This study essentially expanded the Dansereau et al. (1975) results by implying 

that not only is the vertical dyad linkage model more accurate and appropriate than the 

work group approach, but within the dyad the leadership style is more successful from a 

leader, member, and probably organizational perspective than the bi-polar supervisory 

style. To have an increase in quality exchange, engagement in the leadership traits posed 

by Dansereau et al. (1975), such as interpersonal interaction, must be achieved. This was 

alluded to in the Dansereau et al. (1975) study, but it did not determine the best mix of 

1 d h. d · tyles for optimum organizational effect. Graen and ea ers 1p an supervisory s 

Schiemarm (1978) do not answer this issue specifically either, but they do make headway 
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in showing empirical evidence supportive of the "leadership" style being more effective. 

The Dansereau et al. (1975) study theorized more than confirmed. 

Primarily, and in direct relation to this research problem, will leader-member 

agreement and quality within the dyad be affected if the vertical dyads are drawn from 

different types of organizational units? The research results lacking generalizability was a 

major limitation of the Dansereau et al. (1975) study, and, unfortunately, in the Graen and 

Schiemann (1978) study as well. The population was accessible, gathering a convenient 

sample within another university setting. Granted. t\vo locations and two samples were 

taken. but all of the subjects were still from the same organizational atmosphere. 

Therefore. it is hard to say whether the results from Graen and Schiemann ( I 978 ) are 

likely to hold for the entire population and/or situation . The most per,asive problem is 

one of external validity. spec ifically. of population validity . 

Previous studies of the vertical dyad linkage approach/model analyzed the dyadic 

interaction between the super\'i sor and hi s/her subordinate. e\'er. though. had the 

supervisor or subordinate been a foreman . what Liden and Graen ( I 980) labeled an 

individual who supervised repetiti ous daily tasks. Liden and Graen ( 1980) were curious if 

the dyad approach to studying leader-member relationships would be more effective than 

the old work group method . 

F all ), responsible for ensuring that typical day-to-day tasks get oremen are gener 

· th · b d. t On the surface it sounds sensible that less leadership accomplished by eir su or ma es. · 

· d d t complish this. In other words , do foremen treat their type attnbutes would be nee e o ac 

d th ,ertical dyad linkage approach apply to all types of members all the same. or oes e ' · ~ 

. . ') y- versa and more relevant, do foremen--as superior-subordinate relat1onsh1ps. ice · 
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~t1bl~rd111 .1tc :-, --h:J\c the potentia l to hnve their relat · h. · h 
1 

· · ions 1ps wit t 1e1r supervisors 

c\ a111111cJ b:-, the wrti cal dyad linkage approach? 

In a descriptive/correlati onal study, Graen, Liden, and Hoel (1980) compared the 

leader-member exchange quality groups of the in middle and t t h · bl , , ou -groups o t e vana es 

of perfonnance, job problems, job satisfaction, job needs, work activities, interpersonal 

sensitivity. and willingness to contribute. The measurement, as expected, was very 

similar to that used by Dansereau et al. (1975). 

The subjects were once again conveniently selected in a university setting. Three 

points of data collection were attained over a nine month period with three month 

intervals from three semi-autonomous schools. Both the managers and subordinates were 

interviewed replicating the previous studies mentioned in this section. Important to note, 

however, is that the foremen were questioned as supervisors and managers but their 

subordinates were not part of the study. 

The results were similar to those found in the previously mentioned studies. The 

supervisor-foreman dyad was found to be the same as supervisor/manager-subordinate. 

For the in-group individuals demonstrated the same positive attitudes as the in-group 

subjects from Dansereau et al. (1975) and Graen and Schiemann (1978). That is, high 

exchange dyads revealed the subordinates spent more time on work activities, were 

higher perfonners, carried out tasks beyond their job descriptions, were more trusted, and, 

lastly, were deemed as more responsible. 

There are limitations in Liden and Graen's (1980) study as well. They did not 

include the foremen's subordinates in the sample. Doing so would have made the 

. L'd d Graen study does not succeed in 
research more comprehensive. The I en an 
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genera lizing results to the population as a wh I G . · o e. ranted, they did look at a vertical dyad 

which had not been previously considered but h 1· bl • , ow app 1ca e are the findmgs to 

completely different organizations such as the mTt l-'. • • 1 1 ary , a 1ar more structured organ1zat1on 

than any used in other studies? 

Influence and Maintenance Tactics 

Addressing influence tactics and objectives in upward, downward, and lateral 

influence attempts, Yuki and Falbe (1990) extended previous research to include these 

types of role-negotiating behaviors : (a) pressure tactics, (b) upward appeals, such as 

going over the supervisor's head, ( c) exchange tactics, trading favors, ( d) coalition tactics, 

( e) ingratiating tactics, (f) rational persuasion, (g) inspirational appeals which arouse 

emotions and values, and, (h) consultation tactics, or seeking help in decision making. 

Questionnaires, to both sources and targets of influence attempts, were administered to 

two separate groups. The sources of influence attempts were asked how often they used 

these tactics and appeals, and targets of the influence attempts were asked how often 

these behaviors were used against them. Both groups were asked to measure vertical and 

lateral communication. There were eight objectives in which the subjects compared the 

appropriate behavior: (a) seeking to do a new task, (b) doing a task faster/better, (c) 

changing policies, (d) providing advice, (e) providing additional resources, (f) formal 

approval , (g) support of proposal , and (h) needed information about work. 

There were many hypotheses in this study, and not all of them were convincingly 

supported. The major point that needs to be raised, however, is that the findings implied a 

· · f h · fl 
1
· are used in downward communication much more than in 

maJonty o t e m uence tac 1cs 

d 1 1 
· t· At first this might appear to be indicative of a work 

upwar or atera commumca 10n. , 
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group rather than a vertical dyad linkage approa h· fi h · fl • · c , or t e m uence tactics are, m large 

Part pointed dO\vnward in the comm · 1· · · · umca 10n process hmtmg that the subordinate does 

not have much role-negotiating latitude. Yuki and Falbe's (1990) study, however, does 

not examine the exchange quality in supervisor-subordinate interactions and its 

implications therein, thus not disproving the vertical dyad linkage approach. Furthermore, 

Yuki and Falbe ' s study is important because they do address influence attempts. Even 

though their findings assert many of the influence tactics are used in downward 

communication, the results also identify that subordinates, indeed, use influence 

behaviors to attempt achievement of several objectives as well--just not as much as their 

leaders. 

Wayne and Ferris (1990) also studied influence tactics along with the exchange 

quality in superior-subordinate interactions. They applied the vertical dyad linkage 

approach of Dansereau et al. (1975) to the leader-member exchange model, a description 

of the process by which organizational members evolve their roles through interaction 

with their supervisor. The evolution made in the leader-member exchange model is the 

relationship produced by the leader-member is not just measured by the leadership sty le , 

but by the subordinates ' efforts as well . In essence, Wayne and Ferris (I 990) were 

examining potential determinants of leader-member exchange quality. 

They thought subordinate impression management tactics and performance affect 

the superior-subordinate exchange quality by influencing the superior's liking for the 

member and the performance ratings of his/her job. Specifically hypothesized was: (a) 

· · h ·tive effect on exchange quali ty through its influence on 1mpress1on management as a pos1 

liking, (b) liking has a positive effect on exchange quality and performance ratings, ( c) 
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rn tl,rm.rn ·c r.11lll);S hJ\ ca po. iti\-c effect on . I . 
exc 1angc quality, and (d) objectin.: 

rcrfMmJ1Kc In a posi ti\·c effect on perfom1ance rat ings. 

Two studies were conducted · d d · · m or er to emonstrate high internal and external 

\·alidit\ : one in a laboratory and the other in the field Th · I d . · . e expenmenta stu y set up a 

cenario in which the subordinates, acting from a script, engaged in an observed task with 

a subject acting as a supervisor. The acting subordinate was ordered by the researchers to 

engage in either high, "this is fun! ", or low, "this is boring!", impression management 

tact ics. After the task, researchers provided supervisors with manipulated objective 

perfo rmance results of high, average, or low quantity production. The supervisors then 

evaluated the subordinates ' performances describing their liking for each individual and 

their perceptions of the exchange quality of those relationships. 

The field study surveyed several employees of a large bank. Data concerning how 

often they engaged in certain influence behaviors were collected from subordinates, and 

supervisors completed a questionnaire measuring liking, performance appraisal, and 

exchange quality of their subordinates. 

Most of the findings supported the hypotheses. The laboratory study showed 

performance level positively related to performance ratings. Both studies demonstrated 

the superior's liking positively affected performance ratings and, impression management 

was positively related to the supervisor's liking of the subordinate. Therefore, high 

exchange quality, once again, has desirable outcomes such as more influence in 

decisions. Henceforth, it may be advantageous for the member to manage quality 

. . • · sion management tactics. exchange m the dyad by usmg var10us 1mpres 
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Prior to this study. very little research had b d h f'C f d 
een one on t e e 1ects o upwar 

influence tactics. Wayne and Ferris (1990) however c-ound th t · · fl , , 11 a certam m uence 

attempts impact the actual leader-member dyad In short certa· · 
1
· t 

1
· • , m commumca 10n ac 1cs 

used by a member can help define his/her desired role with his/her supervisor. In this 

research, there is no indication that the results can be applicable to the Army. 

This paper has addressed upward influence tactics and how the leader-member 

relationship will , to some degree, dictate such upward communication. Yet, how are 

maintenance tactics used by a subordinate to help sustain the status-quo of a leader

member relationship? To say subordinate communication maintenance tactics can be and 

are present in the work environment further impl ies subordinates do have an impact in 

negotiating their roles . 

Waldron (1991) addressed how subordinates communicate upwardly in order to 

maintain their relationships with their superiors and. additionally. which is the best 

atmosphere, either leadership or supervisory, to conduct such communication. 

Interviewing over 500 subordinate individuals who were randomly selected, Waldron 

hypothesized that an open dyadic relationship between the superior and subordinate uses 

more direct maintenance tactics than a closed and highly structured one; that is, 

comparing leadership style to supervisory style. It was also predicted that managers are 

l.k 1 · t th · wn personal resources that is more interpersonal initiated more 1 e y to mves e1r o , ' 

· t · h ct· 1 · g personal non-work-related information, in the open-type m eractions sue as 1sc osm , 

relationship. 

When the leadership style is present, subordinates are more apt to use direct 

. . . . . Subordinates will not be apprehensive about mamtenance tactics with their supervisor. 
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nec.otiating their ro le. but will directly communicat th · c 
1
-

~ e e1r iee mgs on personal and 

organizational topics which they want to keep intact (Waid 1991 ) Q • • 
1 

·f 
ron, . uite s1mp y, 1 

something is good, the subordinate will directly say without hesi·tat· . " · t X · , 10n. . .. proJec 1s a 

good thing. we need to keep doing what we are doing Boss!" Henceforth, leadership 

styles allow a greater amount of direct maintenance tactics thus allowing the subordinate 

greater freedom in defining the terms of the leader-member relationship. 

Within this same study, three other tactics were found to provide leader-member 

relationship maintenance: (a) personal tactics, or joking around, (b) contractual tactics, or 

politeness towards the formal structure of subordinate to superior. and (c) regulative 

tactics, or strategic self-preservation and emotional control. Personal and contractual 

tactics were used more in the leadership relationship. Regulative tactics were used more 

in the supervisory relationships, implying the subordinate had to resort to more 

subversive means to maintain certain aspects of the organization, such as the relationship 

with his/her superior (Waldron, 1991 ). 

Waldron 's study (199 I) demonstrates that the leadership style appears to have the 

greatest impact in allowing members to negotiate certain elements of their roles within 

the organization. Considering the results of Wayne and Ferris (1990) that impression 

management has a positive effect on exchange quality through its influence on liking, as 

well as Waldron's (I 991) study, it is clear that specific communication tactics can impact 

the exchange quality between members and their leaders. It may be argued by some 

. fr th former study are comparable to the researchers that the impression tactics om e 

B t th • mpression tactics serve more to selectively 
regulative tactics in the latter study. u e 1 

er for the subordinate. On the other hand, 
choose communication in a favorable mann 
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regulati ve tactics serve to avoid communication ·th , • . • 
w1 one s supenor. The result 1s still 

more communication serving to negotiate roles for the lead h. 1 b ct· d ers 1p-sty e su or mate an 

less communication in the supervisory-style relationshi"p ·th th · · , w1 e attempt to mamtam 

certain qualities of the leader-member relationship and <level I t If h. op roe au onomy. not mg 

else, the leadership relationship provides many more role-negotiating communication 

opportunities than its counterpart. 

Continuing with maintenance tactics research, Waldron and Hunt (1992) 

reinforced some of the findings of Waldron (199 I). Specifically, subordinates who 

perceived lower quality relationships with their supervisor used more regulative 

maintenance tactics than individuals in a high-quality relationship. Additionally, Waldron 

and Hunt ( 1992) showed not only that out-group subordinates· use more regulative tactics 

than the in-group, but the in-group uses more direct, personal. and contractual tactics as 

well. This shows, through more available channels of communication. the in-group 

members have more latitude, opportunities, and accuracy in determining. influencing. 

and/or maintaining leader-member relations. This is because of the fo ur maintenance 

tactics, regulative is the most discrete and covert. 

Waldron, Hunt, and Osilva (1993) found in-group subordinates are more likely to 

engage in influence tactics than out-group subordinates. Further. the former type of 

subordinate is more likely to use direct maintenance tactics than the latter, subsequently 

· 1 · h · b h s more of an impact on the leader-member relationship imp ymg t e m-group mem er a 

b I h t · s on his/her mind. This directly correlates to the ecause he/she can say exact y w a 1 

G d Schiemann ( 1978) Liden and Graen 
findings of Dansereau et al. (1975), raen an ' 

. 990)· . that the more opportunity for communication 
(1980), and Wayne and Fems (1 , m 
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between the superior and the subordinate that · 1 d . · 
' is , ea ersh1p style, the more opportunity 

fo r the development of social exchange thus · · • . 
, mamtammg and influencing high quality 

vertical dyadic communication exchange. 

Again, the problem with all of th · · · · ese previous studies 1s their generalizability to a 

highly structured organization. Most of the studies had thei·r s 1 · 1 h amp e convenient y c osen, 

with the subjects coming from a university setting, an organization tending to have a less 

clearly defined ranking structure and centralization of authority. That does not necessarily 

mean the results are not applicable to the stated research problem. but it also does not 

assure an assumption of generalization can appl y. 

Organization 

A study by Schilit and Locke ( 1982) did not focus on organi zational structure as a 

possible determinant for types of leadership style. In fact. the concentration was on 

upward influence tactics, such as the most commonl y used tactics. consequences of 

attempts at upward influence, perceptions of upward influence. etc. What is most 

important and applicable , however, is not what was hypothes ized and supported. but 

rather the educated assumptions made by the researchers after the study. 

In comparing small organizations to large ones, the researchers postulated that : 

(a) subordinates challenged supervisor' s power more in smal l/private organizations, 

(b) favorable leader-member relations were more prevalent in smaller organizations, 

(C) b d. · bl. ·zation were more likely to fail because of hierarchical su or mates m a pu 1c orgarn 

· · · all organizations was favorable pos1t1on, and ( d) the causal factor for success m sm 

interpersonal relations. 
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This furth er questions whether the vert · 1 d d 1. ica ya mkage approach can be used to 

tud Y leader-member relationships within the Arm L • • 
· y. arge orgaruzahons do not appear 

to have the extensive role-negotiating latitude Ieadersh· h · · 
1 

k f , 1p c aractenst1cs, ac o 

hierarchical structure, and high quality exchange as the counte ty II · · r- pe sma organ1zat10ns. 

Further, comparing large organizations to each other, the military epitomizes the specific 

and clearly structured rank/role position, hierarchical structure, and discipline/recognition 

for the formal authority within that organization. Due to lack of research, it is not known 

what the vertical dyad linkage approach would show when applied to an Army 

organization. 

One study did directly examine whether organizational membership and 

centralization of authority had an effect on a subordinate ' s selection of upward 

maintenance tactics (Krone, 1992). Drawing from a random/cluster sample of five 

organizations, a public utility company, life insurance company, human services 

company, aerospace technology manufacturer, and computer software company, 411 

subordinates were surveyed on typical influence/leader-member exchange. 

Certain results found in this study did not differ from previous findings , that is, 

individuals in high-participation leader-member relationships and/or in-group members 

used much more open tactics than the out-group. Important, however, was the 

comparison from organization to organization. Keeping intact the cluster sample results, 

Kr d · · d' 'd I but organizational findings . Those subordinates who one compare not m 1v1 ua s 

were members of a highly centralized genre found fewer in-group members when 

collectively compared to a decentralized organization. 
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With the exception of organizational .fi 
-speci ic research, most of the research 

di scussed here in has shown: (a) The more prono d h 
1 

. . . 
unce t e eader-member relat1onsh1p 1s 

towards the style of leadership, which is indicative of · 1 h • 
socia exc ange bemg present, the 

more latitude the subordinate will have in negotiating h. /h 1 (D G 1s er ro e, ansereau, raen, 

and Hage, 1975); (b) Mutual agreement between a leader and a member is directly 

dependent upon whether there is a high quality of exchange present, (Graen and 

Schiemann, 1978); ( c) If a subordinate is in the in-group then high quality exchange will 

commence, (Li den and Graen, 1980); ( d) The existence of influence tactics, and the effect 

it has on an existent quality of leader-member exchange, states that the leadership style 

does exist (Yuki and Falbe, 1990 and Wayne and Ferri s. 1990) . If it did not, one would 

not be able to negotiate or influence his/her role, or exchange, in the formall y structured 

supervisory style; (e) Subordinates who have more mediums to maintain their role have 

more negotiation freedom, more opporturii ty for a high exchange quality, and, therefore, a 

stronger representation of a leadership style relationship (Yuki and Falbe, 1990 and 

Wayne and Ferris, 1990); (f) Relationship quali ty, more than anything else, accounted for 

a subordinate ' s use of personal , contractual, direct, and regulative maintenance tactics 

(Waldron, 1991 and Waldron and Hunt, 1993); and, lastly, (g) With the Waldron, Hunt, 

and Dsilva (1993) study, leadership, or in-group, subordinates are more likely to engage 

in influence and direct maintenance tactics, thus affording these individuals greater 

· · · · h. h quality exchanoe and role determination within opporturnt1es for commurucat10n, 1g O ' 

the organization. 

d Kr (1992) do not have confirming empirical 
Schilit and Locke ( 1982) an one 

. 1 d d linkage approach can be applied to the 
evidence to support whether the vert1ca ya 



.\ nn , \ 11) rc1ncr . their fin din c.s imply greater a 1· b'I• . 
... · PP 1ca I lly of thi s model to smal !er, less 

~t rncturcJ. and more de-centrali zed organizations rath th 
I 

h • 
er an arge, eavily structured. 

ccntra!i7ed uniL li ke the Annv. evertheless there was ot 
1 

b f 
· , n a comp ete a sence o 

differential leader-member relations, exchange, and role-negotiation even in these 

researchers· samples of more highly structured organizations. This displays some 

optimism for applying the vertical dyad linkage approach to the Anny. 
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The general climate of an organization may impact a subordinate's choice, and 

even opportunity, for the usage of upward maintenance tactics. Such data support the 

demand to study the structure and centralization of authority and leader-member relations 

in organizations that are extreme in structure formality and authority, thus providing the 

impetus for the following research. By applying the vertical dyad linkage model to the 

Army, one will not only establish if the capacity exists for both leadership and 

supervisory relationships in such an organization, but also the impact that such a highly 

structured organization has on subordinates' choices/amount of upward communication 

influence and maintenance tactics that aid in their personal role-negotiation. 



Subjects 

CHAPTER4 

METHODOLOGY 

The fifty male subjects of th· J · 
is corre ationa! study were soldiers from two different 

United States Army battalions. It may appear that the sam 1· f • p mg was o a convenient 

nature since the group was not chosen randomly but strict! b f h · I y ecause o t e mterna group 

dynamics. That, however, is the heart of the study The Army ·s h. hi t d · . 1 a 1g y s ructure umt 

and because it has a clearly defined formal hierarchy throughout its organization a biased 

cluster sample was drawn. 

One surveyed battalion was chosen out of three possible Infantry units . The two 

battalions not used in the study had military commitments that prevented their 

participation. Within the battalion that was surveyed, the researcher isolated a company 

of soldiers that was not involved in any training the week the study was conducted. The 

researcher obtained permission to solicit the soldiers for the study from the unit's chain of 

command, and the subordinates voluntarily agreed to complete the questionnaire. The 

other battalion, an Aviation support unit, was chosen after soliciting many support units 

and receiving permission from the participating unit 's chain of command. Once again, the 

subjects voluntarily agreed to complete the questionnaire. 

Within the Infantry battalion, as with all ground-combat units, there were no 
( 

c I Th · ·1·tary support units however they are small in numbers in 1ema es. ere are women m m1 1 , 

comparison to the number of male personnel. Therefore, an all-male population was 

. f hi hly male-dominated organization. 
inadvertently chosen, a simple by-product O a g 
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Recent empirical fi ndings demonstrat th h . . 
e at t e supervisor 1s less honest about the 

quality of leader-member exchange and Jess aw f h . . . 
are o w at commumcat1on mamtenance 

tactics their subordinates use (Waldron 199 I) Th c 11 b. . 
, • ere1ore, a su ~ects were subordmates 

to a direct supervisor. Eight groups of subordinates numbering from three to ten made up 

the total number of subjects. Each group represented the genr c art · 1 · e 1or a p 1cu ar supervisor; 

therefore, there were eight supervisors in all that were being evaluated by the subjects. 

Instruments 

Collecting the data was accomplished via a questionnaire using formats similar to 

those utilized by previous researchers in this area (see Appendix A). A standard Likert

type scale was used based on Graen, Liden, and Hoel's (1982) leader-member exchange 

scale, producing a Cronbach coefficient alpha of .80 in their study and .91 in Waldron 's 

(1991) study. In this study a Cronbach coefficient alpha of .80 was achieved. Five 

questions, with a scale of one to four, were summed for each subordinate resulting in a 

range of scores from five to twenty. A low score indicates a negative leader-member 

exchange and a high score indicates a positive leader-member exchange. This section of 

the study demonstrated the perceived quality of leader-member exchange which, in turn, 

associates with how much activity the subordinate actively develops in his/her role. 

Analysis was accomplished for each of the eight supervisory groups for hypothesis one. 

The entire sample was then split into one group above and below the mean in order to 

establish the in-group and out-group for hypotheses two and three. 

To identify the relationship communication maintenance tactics, there were 

. 1 fi at used in the Waldron and Hunt (1992) 
twenty questions similar to the L1kert sea e orm 

. t d ach of the four items: personal , 
study. One correlation coefficient represen e e 
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, \,11 11 ,ll'111,1 !. d1rcc 1. :111d rc gulali\·c. S h. 
· u .1 cc ts were asked to respond to those items 

Jc~cnh111t'. ·· .hcha \ iors peopl e mi ght d t · · . 0 0 maintain their re lati onshi ps with their 

supcn·isors" ( Waldron and Hunt. 1992 p 85) Th d 
_ , · · e respon ents answered that they 

perfo m1 ed eac h ac ti , ·ity on a one (strongly disagree) to fi ( t 
1 

• 
1ve s rong y agree) scale, with 

fi \'e questions fo r each tactic compiling the list of twenty t· R 1· b·1· ques ions. e ia 1 1ty 

coefficients associated with the composites from the Waldron and Hunt (1992) study 

were .79 (personal) .. 72 (contractual), .66 (regulative), and .72 (direct). In this study, high 

internal consistency and reliability were once again witnessed for these tactics by 

Cronbach ·s alpha : Personal (.80), Contractual (.75), and Regulative (.85). The exception 

was an unexpected low of .54 for the Direct tactic. 

The product correlation coefficient (Pearson r) was employed to compute the 

correlation coefficient since " ... the Pearson rresults in the most reliable estimate of 

correlation" (Gay, 1992, p. 271 ). Four variables, personal, contractual, regulative, and 

direct tactics were quantified in numerical form by using the computer program Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The closer the correlation coefficient was to 

+ 1.00, the stronger the correlation. Standard one-tailed t-tests were employed to test the 

second and third hypotheses, also accomplished by using SPSS. T-tests were run and in

group and out-group usage of personal, contractual, regulative, and direct tactics were 

compared. 

Procedures 

d • th ummer of 1997. Anonymity was 
Fifty subjects were surveyed urmg es 

. . d b the security of the data, the coding of 
guaranteed by the researcher. This was msure Y 

11 . dentifying questions on the survey. Approval 
the data, and the absence of any persona Y 1 
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to conduct the study was obtained from the organizat"o , 
1 

d . d 
1 ns ea ers pnor to any ata 

collection . Participation was voluntarily and it was noted that 
I 

t· f h 
' comp e 10n o t e survey 

indicated the subjects· authorization for study use. 

Due to constraints on the accessibility of all fifty subjects, two methods for 

collection of the questionnaires were used. One battalion was addressed by the researcher. 

Respondents were informed about the purpose of the study, filled out the questionnaire. 

and then returned it to the researcher upon completion. Maximum time needed for 

answering the questionnaire was 20 minutes. For the second battalion, the researcher 

addressed key leaders within the organization about the study. The key leaders then 

passed out the questionnaires instructing the respondents to fill out the survey if desi red. 

and to return them in a sealed unidentifiable envelope, provided by the researcher. when 

completed. None of the key leaders passing out the survey was one of the eight 

supervisors evaluated by the subjects. The fo llowing chapter present a summary of data 

collected and the statistical analyses of them. 



CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

In analyzing the data fo r hypothesis one by the means of sub-group t-tests (SPSS), 

littl e statisti cal support is found for the eight individual groups. Under supervisor one and 

seYen. as with many of the other eight groups, an even split between the in-group and out

group was attained, thus demonstrating a difference in perceived leader-member 

exchange quality. However, only with personal maintenance tactics within these two 

supervisor groups were there significant results. With six subordinates under supervisor 

one and seven respectively, three members were part of the in-group and three members 

were part of the out-group (see Table 1 ). 

TABLE 1 
T-Test Results for Independent Supervisor Groups Demonstrating Significance 
Variable Group n M t Significance 

Personal supervisor 1 3 9.67 -5 .03 .007* 

out-group 

Personal supervisor 1 3 19.00 -5 .03 .008* 

in-group 

Personal supervisor 7 3 12.00 -3 .70 .021* 

out-group 

Personal supervisor 7 3 20.00 -3 .70 .050* 

m-
*Significant at p < .05 . 

. . f this data, there are too many other 
Notwithstanding the significance 0 

~ d t be insignificant considering that 
. ht that were ioun o supervisory groups out of the e1g 



:Ji,· s J)_..'.11111 ,.llll~ Incl \\ J '.-, ~11 , , • . 0.\ Therefore h\·n tl ' . 
· ; ,,o 1esis one. that there will be 

, .m:incc~ 111 ~ubnrJ inatcs· perce ived leader-memb . h . . . 
er exc ange quality with their spec i fi e 

surcn is(,r throughout the Am1 y san1ple was not d Th . . 
' supporte · ere were no variances in 

suhord inatcs· perception of leader-member exchange quality for their supervisors ' 

throughout the sample . 

Of the 50 questionnaires di stributed, all but two were returned. Of the 48 received, 

all but two were unusable for the study. The inability to use two of the 48 surveys was 

due to incomplete data. As stated in the methodology chapter, the in-group and the out

group were decided at the split at the mean of the leader-member exchange scale. With a 

mean of 13.4 1, the out-group personnel were identified as such: out-group :s, 13 . The in

group were identified as such: in-group~ 14. The slight uneven deviation from the mean 

for the two groups was because of the whole numbers used to score the individual leader

member exchange quality totals. An out-group of 22 subordinates and an in-group of 24 

subordinates were designated. 

After the out-group and the in-group were identified, hypotheses two and three 

were analyzed by using /-tests for groups (SPSSX). The groups compared by the t-tests 

consisted of the four variables personal, contractual, direct, and regulative maintenance 

communication tactics. 

Hypothesis two, those members of the in-group will use more personal, 

contractual and direct tactics than those members of the out-group, was partially , 

supported. The analysis of the data for personal tactics was significant (see Table 2). The 

. b d'd use significantly more personal maintenance 
results show that the m-group mem ers 1 

communication tactics than the out-group. 



Perso nal out-group 

Personal in-group 
*Signifi cant at p < .05. 

TABLE 2 

Personal Maintenance Tactics 

22 

24 

M t Significance 

13.45 

17.79 

-4.13 .000* 

Those subordinates who perceive a more positive leader-member exchange quality with 

their supervisors engage in personal-type communication more often than those 

subordinates who perceive a negative leader-member exchange quality. The relational 

status, or quality, of the leader-member dyad appears to affect the medium and 

opportunities for personal maintenance communication tactics. Those individuals who 

have a positive relationship with their superior are able, and feel less threatened, to 

J 4 

communicate to their supervisor in a personal manner, thus supporting previous research 

in this area. Therefore, this segment of hypothesis two was supported. 

Significant results, however, were not achieved for the rest of hypothesis two. 

Little to no variance in the use of contractual and direct tactics was found in the 

comparisons of the out-group and in-group (see Table 3). The use of both contractual and 

direct tactics by the two groups were close to equivalent. This did not support previous 

research in this area. Other less highly structured samples used in previous studies 

Sh d · ·fi 1 h' h . fr uency of contractual and direct tactic usage by the in-owe a s1gm 1cant y 1g er eq 

d d · tained by communicating an 
group members. The leader-member ya was mam 

b th leader and the member, and by also 
understanding of the formal agreement etween e 
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being di rect, open, and honest in di sclosing what r bl P O ems or concerns one might have 

with hi s/her supervisor. Analysis of the data did . not support thi s leader/member quality. 

TABLE 3 
r-Test Results for In-group and Out-group Co t t 1 . . bl G O rac ua and Direct Maint. Tactics 
Vana e roup n M t Significance 

Contractual out-group 22 19.68 -.74 .462* 

Contractual m-group 24 20.3 8 

Direct m-group 22 18.59 .42 .678 * 

Direct out-group 24 18.21 
*Significant at p < .OS . 

It is important to note that the signific ance test fo r di rect tactic did not yield the requi red 

.70. but rather an unimpress ive .54. Therefore. the hyp Lhesis Lhat out-group members 

would use more contractual and direct tac tics than Lhe in -group member was not 

supported . 

The results of the t-test that compared in-group and out-group member · u age of 

regulative tactics demonstrated hi gh ignificance in fa\-or of hypothesi Lhree . In rel ation 

to the data (see Table 4). in-group member u ed mu h le regulat iw maintenan e 

TABLE 4 

T-Test Results for In-group and Out-group RegulatiH 

I ·ariable Grau n 
1 

Regulative out-group 22 17.6-+ .001 • 

Regulative in-group 24 12. 9 

*Signifi cant at p < .05 . 
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communication tactics than their counterparts--the out-group. Therefore, those 

subordinates who perceived negative leader-member exchange quality with their 

supervisors were more likely to use regulative tactics when interacting with their leaders. 

Communication from the member to the leader was censored, strategic, and reserved. 

Poor perceived quality by subordinates instigates the feelings of having to watch what 

they say and how they say it when communicating with supervisors. Thus, the out-group 

reported a much higher frequency of regulative maintenance communication tactic usage. 

supporting hypothesis three that members of the in-group will use fewer regulative tactic 

than those who are members of the out-group. 



CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSIO\ 

This research predicted that subordinates d . fi . 
un er a spec , 1c super\ 1sor would \'af: 

in their perceptions of the leader-member exchanne wi.th h. 'h H . . . 
E 1m er. O\\ e\er. thi s was not 

stat isticall y supported by the data. With eight group of ubo d. d · r mate . an one upef\·1 or 

for each group, only two group demonstrated any ignifi ant \-arian l--and thi w 

for the personal communi cati on ta ti c. 

onh 

Although the indi\·idual I-test result did no ind i ·ate a igni I an di crcn e in 

the subord inates · perceptions. it i note\, onh: th ,x 1f thc c11 h1 group. ho \\cd a . pli 

of subjects on both side of the t ta! mean (\1 - 1~ l l In a 1. fi ,e the ei h rou . 

displayed a gcnc rou di\'i sion of per onnc l " 'ha minimum o I ~ c.a h . upc r- 1.or·!-

subordinates representing either the in-grou or o - roup Thu~. re ardlc~s o he re ul 

0f thl' stJtis tical anJlysi s. infe ren tial anal:s1. \\ OulJ Jecm ha he maJon ~ o he 

supl'rYisors in thi s ample did not treat the ir mc m . the ~me Bo h lc.1 c . h1 and 

supl'r\'i so ry techn ique we re cmplo: cd h: mo. t . u n 1. . 0 heir . rdma e. 

The two super,i or grou . that . howcd at-i. lute!~ n0 , a.nan c \\ ere th0 " ho 

had all of their ubordinate in either the in -g up or the ut d ha a re l a ,, cl~ 

srnall an1plc to begin \\ith. nc gr up had only thr and the thcr 

had fi\'e . It is po sible that the an1 le \\ ma ll t in " ith. Warn an Ferri 

( 1990) and Waldron ( I 991) di 

styles of managing--either leadershi or u 

increase O\'erall producti\'ity and effe ti,· ne 

· ii i y that u m 

ina e in or r to 

" ithin the r_aniza ion. Tr tin e\'eryone 

h · an ener_y. Th re ore. 
llllder the ideal method. leadership. take too mu lime 
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~upcn 1~(1rs h;n c to he se lective in choos1· · h · ng In w om they ·11 · W I mvest their personal 

1c3dcrship resources. Those are usually the b 
mem ers whom the leaders feel will get the 

job done. whatever that may be. 

With the small sample taken for these tw . 0 supervisory groups (three and five), it 

is possible that too much time and energy to achieve 1 d h. . . a ea ers 1p style of superv1smg was 

not an issue. In dealing with such small groups the tw · ' 0 supervisors were able to fashion 

one principle of management for all of their subordinates I t t' 1 h . n eres mg y, t ese two groups 

both fell above the total mean, thus placing them in the in-group and supporting the 

speculation of the previous researchers that a supervisor's inability to attain a leadership 

relationship with all of his/her subordinates is due to the large numbers of subordinates 

and the required time and energy for that type of relationship (Dansereau, et al. , 1975, 

Wayne and Ferris, 1990, and Waldron, 1991). 

In the future , it may be wise to collect a larger sample. Each supervisor group 

should have a larger number of subordinates. Graen, Liden, and Hoel (1982) omitted any 

subordinate groups smaller than two. Small groups " .. . do not allow for a comparison 

between average and individualized leadership and hence cannot contribute to testing the 

differences between the two models. Moreover, units of only two subordinates are 

considered too small for acceptable estimates of average leadership," (Graen, Liden, and 

Hoel, 1982, p. 869). Additional relevant studies should consider increasing the minimum 

number of participants required in the Graen, Liden, and Hoel (l 982) study. 

• · ot fully supported. The data did not 
Statistical analysis of hypothesis two was n 

h h 
. ld ore contractual and direct tactics than the out-

s ow t at m-group members wou use m 



\'.Ti'tlj' 111c111hc1, rl1 c rn crsc did not happen cit! h . . 
- icr, ut rather no signifi cance fo r either 

A research questi on ari ses wi th the analysis of th ' d t w· h . 1s a a. 1t contractual tactics, 

\\·hat arc the boundari es of these tacti cs in such a highly structu d · · l'k h re organ1zat1on 1 e t e 

Anll\ 0 One would think these boundaries to be very narrow 1·n co · · ·1 · . mpanson to a c1v1 1an 

counterpart . The median for contractual tactic use (M=20.04) was much higher in 

comparison to the three other tactics. This indicates a high use of contractual maintenance 

tactics fo r the entire sample and a narrow Likert response range for this particular item. If 

a service member does not adhere to the contractual agreement with the military and their 

superior. as venued through contractual maintenance tactics, punishable action could be 

enforced. It is possible that the latitude for contractual maintenance tactics could be much 

narrower in the military than the civilian workplace. Further research in the specific area 

of contractual tactic use would need to be accomplished in order to determine the 

difference in this sample ' s results from previous research. 

With the lack of support for in-group members using more direct tactics, a 

possible extraneous variable could have been the subjects perceived themselves as being 

more "direct" with their supervisors than they actually were. Waldron (1991) speculated 

that his study' s subjects may have extraneously inflated his statistics on direct 

· · · An opportunity to personally shape one's maintenance tactic usage for this exact reason. 

. If b h · or questionnaire a certain way self-concept is to consc10usly answer a se - e avi 

mbers may have reported a 
(Waldron, 1991 ). Henceforth, many of the out-group me 

· c Nevertheless, this is once again 
higher use of these tactics than they actually penorm. 

sheer speculati on. 
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The most detrimental factor to support· h. . 
mg t is portion of the hypothesis , however, 

was that direct tactics did not pass the reliabilit t Th . . 
Y eSt e direct tacl!c questions of the 

Graen, Liden, and Hoel (1982) leader-member exch 1 ange sea e needs to be re-tested prior 

to future employment. Therefore, the portion of hypothesi·s t d" . wo on 1rect mamtenance 

tactics was not supported by the data. 

The rest of hypothesis two, however was full y supported I b d"d , . n-group mem ers 1 

show a significantly higher use of personal maintenance tactics than the out-group. These 

results support the previous studies by Krone (1992), Waldron, Hunt and Dsilva (1993 ). 

Waldron and Hunt (1992), and Waldron (1991 ). A higher quality of exchange between 

the supervisor and the subordinate correlates with a higher use of personal maintenance 

tactics. Assumed, then, is the maintaining of a high-quality relationship by the use of 

these de-arming tactics, thus allowing more role-negoti ation latitude for the member. 

Hypothesis three was full y supported. Out-group members significantl y used 

regulative tactics more often than the in-group. This coincides with the research by 

Waldron. Hunt and Dsilva ( 1993) and Waldron and Hunt ( 1992). It is probable. as 

predicted in the Waldron and Hunt (1992) study. that in-group members feel less 

threatened by disclosing most of their thoughts and concerns in an open and honeSt 

manner. By perceiving a healthy relationship with his/her supervisor. the subordinate 

, d essages The positive relational does not feel that it is necessary to censor up\\ ar m ~ · 

. . . . b. 1. all wing the in-group member to be less 
stability may provide a commumcat1on sta I ity 0 

. h t-group member. In short, the 
guarded with the context of his/her speec as an ou 

. 1 . h. \\~th their supervisor removes a 
members ' perceptions of a high-quahty re auons 1P 

necessary variable to regulate their communication. 
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( )u1-1.~nnq1 mcmhcrs. ho\vever. may feel more thre t db · · 
L a ene y engaging m such 

ninirnunicatiYc ac ti\ ity · thus Producing censored and evasive communication messages. 

This also coincides with the Waldron, Hunt, and Dsilva (1993) study and the Waldron 

and Hunt ( 1992) study. By perceiving a poor quality relationship with their supervisor, 

out-group members may feel that open and honest communication will make them 

vulnerable to supervisory retaliation. Used as a defensive weapon, regulative 

communication tactics enable the out-group members to conceal true thoughts and 

fee lings that, if exposed, could cause further strain in their relationship with their 

supervisor. The result is out-group members use regulative maintenance communication 

tactics more frequently. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

As v. ·aldron . Hunt and Dsilva ( 1993 ) stated " 
. ' LMX [leader-member exchange J 

quality is fundamen tall y a psychological asses f h . . 
sment o t e relationship's character but 

' 
communication processes are often implicated in I d' . conceptua 1scuss1ons of how LMX 

quality is behaviorally enacted," (p. 255) . By research· th • . mg e perceived quality of leader-

member exchange, correlations can be made as to what ma· t . . m enance commurucation 

tactics members will use in maintaining relationships with thei · I k' r supervisors. n wor mg 

to maintain a positive relationship, subordinates create a context in which they have better 

opportunities to negotiate their roles, or other goal-oriented desires, within the 

organization. 

For the supervisor, this research may affect his/her awareness that he/she may not 

treat all of his/her subordinates the same. Probably, both supervisory and leadership 

relationships exist. By understanding this research, the leaders can possibly direct their 

own downward communication attempts towards establishing the preferred method of 

managerial style--that of leadership. For, as Dansereau, Graen, and Haga (1975) found, 

leadership style is indicative of open and honest communication, mutual support for both 

leader and member actions, and confidence and consideration for the member. 

For the subordinate, understanding the results of this research and previous 

research related to this study, the individual can attain an under5!anding of what 

. 1 d direct maintenance tactics, are 
commumcation venues, personal, contractua , an 

b 1 tionship Wayne and Ferris (1990), 
general ly indicative of a positive leader-mem er re a · 

. . u erior-focused communication tactics 
In a causal-comparative study, found that certam s P 
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affected the superi ors· liking fo r the subordinate wh· h . . 
ic ' m turn, mfluenced the quality of 

the leader-member exchange. Granted many of th . 
' e previous researchers listed in this 

study refused to draw any conclusions on what variable h . 
s cause w at action. But most 

studies, including this one, concluded that there are definite correlations with leader-

member exchange and maintenance communication tactic usage. 

A specific example would be in personal tactic usage. Waldron and Hunt (1992, p. 

88) believed that a subordinate may gain insight into a supervisor's performance 

expectations through informal interaction. This could aid the subordinate in formal and 

informal job requirements. Furthermore, subordinates in low quality relationships who 

regulate their behavior with their supervisor may participate in nothing more than 

surface-level conversation, (Waldron and Hunt, 1992, p. 88). These research results will 

aid the subordinate in comprehending the context desired for a healthy and robust 

relationship with his/her supervisor. 

A positive leader-member relationship perceived by the subordinate benefits the 

organization as well. Schilit and Locke (1982) concluded that certain upward 

communication influence attempts that were achieved by subordinates resulted in an 

· · · · G t d this was found more in small overall pos1t1ve outcome for the organization. ran e , ' 

. 1 H er a degree of success was still Informal organizations than large, forma ones. owev , 

. . f th Its in this study parallel the found in those large samples. Add1t1onally, most O e resu 

. . . . II . zations Therefore, even highly 
prev10us research accomplished m sma er orgaru · 

fit b striving for high-quality relational structured organizations like the Army can bene 1 Y 

. . zation will prosper. Dansereau et 
communicative processes. The result 1s that the organi 

. . h uality leader-member exchange 
al. (1975) found that members who perceive a hig -q 
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spend mor~ time at work. are more energeti c k .. . 
. , see more respons1b1hty, and are more 

coinmined to organizational success than their co t 
un erparts. By understanding the 

maintenance communication tactics that in-group me b 
m ers use, personal, contractual, and 

di rect. organizations can then make the effort to solidify th 1 • h' ose re at10ns 1ps. More 

importantly, characteristics of low-quality relationships can b ·d t'fi d e I en 1 1e , and attempts to 

recti fy such relationships can be made. 

Future research should consider using larger supervisor group samples in order to 

determine a more accurate estimate of perceived subordinate leader-member quality. 

Researchers may also want to delve into the specifics of contractual tactics within large 

organizations, and, more relevant to this study, the Army. If a civilian member fails to 

comply with a supervisory order, the ramifications seem much less severe than those a 

service member could face , such as a court martial or incarceration. It is possible that the 

range for contractual tactic use is much narrower in the military than a loosely structured 

civilian organization. 

Additionally, a more accurate model should be developed for assessing the use of 

direct tactics. Possibly a study more experimental in nature would enable researchers to 

document communicative behavior themselves, thus producing more realistic data. In the 

Wayne and Ferris (1990) experimental study, subordinates were actors who were 

instructed to communicate to the subject supervisors in different ways (ranging from 

. . d) Aft ock supervisor-subordinate energetic to lethargic, eager to discourage • er am 

. k d t · ve their perceptions of the 
scenario, the subjects--the superv1sors--were as e O gi 

d b d using the subordinates as the 
subordinates. Perhaps a similar study coul e one 



f\,,,il~h .. 1 mnrc accur:itc illustrat ion f b . _ 
o su ordi nate direct maintenance usage 

l a~tl:,. future researchers mav want to add · 
· an important element of the 

communic:ition process absent from thi s study· the ele t f - . 
' men ° interpersonal skills. In th is 

area. researchers could exami ne what interpersonal skill s f~ . . . 
are more e 1ect1ve in helping to 

establish and maintain positive relations between a leader and h. /h b Wh 1s er mem er. at 

interpersonal skil ls does a supervisor feel a subordinate needs to possess in order to be 

successful'.) Are supervisors generally inclined to establish more positive relationships 

with subordinates di splaying certain interpersonal skills and attributes? How does self

awareness have an affect on what communication tactics a subordinate will have the 

opportunity to use? How do the qualities of assertiveness, listening, and feedback affect 

the quali ty of the vertical boundaries found within a leader-member relationship? These 

are all important questions that future researchers should consider in order to make their 

studies more comprehensive for the academic field of communication. 

This research was by no means conclusive, yet progress has been made in 

applying the vertical dyad linkage model to a very highly structured organization. Even 

with a clearly defined centralization of authority and ranking structure, Army supervisors 

do not rely exclusively on the formal employment contract. Social exchange does take 

plac~ and leaders treat their members differently. Consequently, members perceive a 

. . h ·th their supervisor thus affecting variance in the quality of the relationship they ave wi 

their choices in the use of maintenance communication tactics. 
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SurrrY Fo r a Graduate Stud , on Su en,isor-Subordinate C . . 
ommunication 

The foll owing questions wi ll greatly aid in au · . 
. . . mvers1ty study b · 

m.municat1on m a highly structured organization--the A p emg conducted on 
co rmy. lease ans h 
uestions as honestly and accurately as possible. Absolut . . wer t e 

q h I . . . e anonymity will be 
by the researcher. T e on y md1v1duals that are going to see and know th g~aranteed 
are you--the surveyee--and me--the researcher. All study results will e speci_fi_c results 
-no specifics. Thanks for your help. be generalities only-

SECTION I 

1. What is your pay grade? 

2. What is your direct supervisor's pay grade? 

3. In months, how long have you been working with this individual? 

4. For generic research grouping of all the surveyees only, what squad or section 
(whichever is applicable) are you in? 

SECTION II (Please circle the number of the most appropriate response for each of the 
fi ve following questions) 

I. How flexible do you believe your supervisor is about evolving change in your 
job? 

I = Supervisor sees no need for change. 
2 = Supervisor sees little need to change. 
3 = Supervisor is lukewann to change. 
4 = Supervisor is enthused about change. 

2. Regardless of how much formal organizational authority your supervisor has built 
into his position, what are the chances that he would be personally inclined to use 
his power to help you solve problems in your work? 

I = No chance. 
2 = Might or might not. 
3 = Probably would. 
4 = He certainly would. 



4. 

5. 

5 I 

To what extent can you count on your superviso t "b . 
. r o ail you o t ,, h' when you really need him? u , at 1s expense, 

I = No chance. 
2 = Might or might not. 
3 = Probably. 
4 = Certainly would. 

How often do you take suggestions regarding your work t . 
1 N 

o your supervisor? = ever. . 
2 = Seldom. 
3 = Usually. 
4 = Almost always. 

How would you characterize your working relationship with your supervisor? 
1 = Less than average. 
2 = About average. 
3 = Better than average. 
4 = Extremely effective . 

SECTION III Listed below are behaviors people might do to maintain their 
relationships with their supervisors. Please respond numerically to how you perform 
each described activity with your supervisor according to this scale : 

!=Strongly disagree 
S=Strongly Agree 

2=Disagree 3=Undecided 

I. Ask about his personal life : 

Am sure to follow the rules he has established: 

' ), Avoid delivering bad news to him: 

4. Speak up when I feel he has treated me unjustly: 

5. Share jokes or amusing stories with him: 

Remain polite toward him: 

Sometimes stretch the truth to avoid problems with him: 

Explicitly tell him how I expect to be treated at work : 

4=Agree 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. . • ortant to discuss: 
Talk with him frequently even when I have n°thing imp 



JQ. 

)2. 

13. 

14. 

) 5. 

16. 

I 7. 

18. 

19. 

Respond with a positive attitude when he asks rne to d · . 
o something: 

Make sure supervisor is in a good rnood before discussin . 
. g important work related matters. 

Make it known whei:i I am unhappy about something at work: 

Frequently engage him in small talk: 

Make sure I have a clear understanding of what my supervisor thinks mv 
responsibilities are: • 

Talk only superficially with him: 

Discuss openly any problems in my relationship with him: 

Treat him like a friend : 

Accept criticism from him: 

A\'oid appearing too ambitious when we talk: 

~O. ~requcntly offer my opinions: 
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